Meet the GiggleCritters!

Please send the names of the three GiggleCritters chosen by your school/class for their GiggleIT page with your registration information to IASL.Giggle.IT@gmail.com.

1. Africa GiggleCritter
2. Asia GiggleCritter
3. Europe GiggleCritter
4. Australia GiggleCritter
5. Hip-hop GiggleCritter
6. Masked GiggleCritter
7. GiggleCritter Clown
8. Freezy GiggleCritter
9. Computer GiggleCritter
10. Down-Under GiggleCritter
11. Rancher GiggleCritter
12. Fishy GiggleCritter
13. Smartie GiggleCritter
14. GiggleCritter Graduate
15. Music GiggleCritter
16. GiggleCritter Hiker
17. Sizzling GiggleCritter
18. Giggling GiggleCritter
19. GiggleCritter Lion
20. GiggleCritter Panda
21. Basic GiggleCritter
22. Reading GiggleCritter  
23. Safari GiggleCritter  
24. Snoozing GiggleCritter

25. Sunglasses GiggleCritter  
26. Author GiggleCritter  
27. Jamaica GiggleCritter

28. Texas GiggleCritter  
29. Qatari GiggleCritter  
30. Bali GiggleCritter

31. Russia GiggleCritters  
32. Birthday GiggleCritter  
33. Europa GiggleCritter
Larger Blank GiggleCritters (2 per page) for the You Design a GiggleCritter project are found [here](#).

The GiggleCritters were created by Emily Manck White who holds their copyright and are used on the IASL GiggleIT Project with her permission.
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